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Abstract
Though there are many hypotheses as to the system of versification for
proto-Indo-European or even all-world verse at its initial stage of development, the most ancient examples of verse have not yet been thoroughly
studied. In this article we examine Sumerian, Akkadian, and Hittite texts.
(some of which were written in 23 rd–13th centuries B.C., before the much
better known Ancient Greek). We discuss methods suitable for analyzing
such verse, which is not strictly organized, as well as the results of quantitative analysis of verse in these three languages. We studied the number
of syllables, number of stresses, number and distribution of long vowels
(and where relevant the distribution of heavy syllables within a line). The
presence or absence of rhyme, type of rhyme, and the presence or
absence of well-formed stanzaic schemes were also taken into account.
Comparing quantitative data for the three languages enables us to suggest
that both syllabic (Sumerian) and accentual (Akkadian, Hittite) systems
have existed since the first preserved examples of verse and that the
choice for the system of versification was highly dependent on peculiarities of the particular language.
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Introduction

A common area of discussion in verse study concerns the source of proto-Indo-European
and even all-world verse and its system of versification. Truly valuable material that
has been preserved from the oldest verse systems in the world (Sumerian,
Akkadian, and Hittite) remains understudied from the point of view of modern verse
study. We studied the number of syllables, number of stresses, number and distribution of long vowels (and where relevant the distribution of heavy syllables within a
line). The presence or absence of rhyme, type of rhyme, and the presence or absence
of well-formed stanzaic schemes have also been taken into account. We shall describe
the general picture as we see it now, and the main topic of this particular article will
be the rules for marking stresses in these languages—mainly in Akkadian, where
tablets with the division of lines into four segments in accordance with four stresses
per line have been preserved and present invaluable material for judging about how
stresses were calculated in Akkadian accentual verse by Akkadians themselves.
There are a few ways of forming the rules for marking stress in the verse of a particu lar language if they do not yet exist.
1.

We can judge by the structure of verse if its system is regular: accentual or
(in a much later period) syllabic-accentual. M.G. Tarlinskaja (1976) suggested
a method for English syllabic-accentual verse: different parts of speech are
calculated separately at strong and at weak positions of syllabic-accentual
verse, and thus a conclusion can be drawn as to which parts of speech are
stressed/unstressed on 1) strong and on 2) weak positions. Thus we can see
which parts of speech are 1) always stressed, 2) always unstressed, or 3) conditionally stressed (stressed on the strong, unstressed on the weak positions).
Of course, certain other regularities—for example, for certain parts of speech
in particular syntactic positions, in preposition/postposition to their main
word, etc.—can also be found.

2.

But what to do if the verse system is not regular and we cannot distinguish
positions with confidence? If the language is a living one, T.V. Skulacheva has
suggested the phonetic method: the text is read by a native speaker and
recorded. Ideally it is better to record a few native readers. A person should
preferably be educated but not a professional reader (not an actor, who is
often taught to read in a particular way, depending on the principals of the
particular actors’ school). As for folklore, we of course use actual recordings
from folklore expeditions or recording collections. Then the analysis takes
place through perception—the recording is played to a group of native speakers (when possible, to a group of professional phoneticians), and the rules of
stressing are derived from the model text: stresses are marked when the
majority of phoneticians perceive a syllable as stressed. This method has so
far been used for Russian folklore (in collaboration with A.M. Petrov) and for
English free verse (in collaboration with G. Martynova). This method turned
out to be effective: for example, the rules for Russian folklore almost 100%
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corresponded to the rules that V.M. Zhirmunsky (1975) formulated for Russian
non-folklore verse and that are generally accepted by Russian verse scholars.
3.

2

But what are we supposed to do in the case of dead languages—such as
Sumerian, Akkadian, and Hittite, which we deal with in this article—where
the verse is irregular or not fully regular, because the systems of versification
were just being formed? Various approaches can be suggested, but in this
case we were extremely fortunate, since certain tablets in Akkadian have
been preserved with words grouped into four segments (sometimes even
with vertical lines between them) in accordance with four stresses per line. It
turns out that there is a certain invariant behind rules for marking stresses
in different languages, explained by physiological factors (a person needs to
breathe and thus really long sequences of unstressed vowels are avoided in
all languages), and by peculiarities in the way the brain processes language
(secondary parts of speech are less emphasized and thus remain unstressed
until the point where their length reaches the number of syllables which
make a word always stressed in a particular language). As we shall see below,
in Akkadian that length is three syllables, pretty much the same as in some
long-word modern European languages—for example, Russian. In some
other modern languages—where words are shorter or reduction of
unstressed vowels is less than in Russian—obligatorily stressed words are
those of two syllables or more. These almost similar limits for the length of
unstressed words which we observe in completely different groups of languages in very different historical periods suggest that this is actually connected with the necessity to breathe or other physiological characteristics of
speech. This also causes serious doubts in the methods of stress marking
sometimes applied to, for example, Hittite, when really long 4- or 5-syllable
words are sometimes marked as unstressed to achieve a 4-stressed pattern by
analogy with Akkadian.

The database

The material for our study comes from the Sumerian, Akkadian and Hittite literary
traditions.
In the Sumerian corpus, 500 lines of verse and 500 clauses of prose were assessed. The
following three well-preserved Sumerian poems about Gilgamesh were selected for the
study: 1) Gilgamesh and Agga (Römer 1980; Katz 1993); 2) Gilgamesh and Huwawa
(Edzard 1990, 1991); 3) Gilgamesh, Enkidu and the Netherworld (Gadotti 2014). Besides
these we have also made use of the Oxford database of Sumerian literary texts: “The
Electronic Text Corpus of Sumerian Literature” (http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/). For comparative prose material we chose so-called royal letters. Up to now we have assessed 19
literary royal letters published in (Michalowski 2011). As a control we have also turned
to the letters in the database “The Electronic Text Corpus of Sumerian Literature”
(http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/).
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For Akkadian we have analyzed circa 500 lines of poetic texts as well as 500 clauses of
prose. At this stage of research we have mainly concentrated on literary texts of the
Old Babylonian period (19th–16th cc. B.C.). The following works belonging to various
literary genres of Akkadian literature were selected for study: an Old Babylonian
tablet of the Gilgamesh Epic (George 2003: 224–240, 2009: 29–36; Nurullin 2016),
“Song of Bazi” (George 2009, 1–15), and an Old Babylonian hymn to Ishtar (Thureau–
Dangin 1925). We have also analyzed several love incantations (Wilcke 1985). The
Standard Babylonian literary corpus (1 mill. B.C.) is represented at present by the first
tablet of the “Babylonian Poem of the Righteous Sufferer” (Oshima 2014: 78–85) and
some excerpts from the “Babylonian Theodicy” (Oshima 2014: 150–167). In our future
work this corpus is to be made more representative. As for prose, we have selected
500 finite clauses from the Laws of Hammurapi (Old Babylonian period). Standard
Babylonian prose texts will be examined at later stages of our research.
For Hittite we have studied 500 lines of poetic texts (primarily, “Song of Ullikummi”
(Rieken et al. 2009)) and 500 clauses of prose, mostly instructions and letters.

3

Analysis

In the course of our study we compared Sumerian, Akkadian and Hittite verse with
prose from these languages. We came to the conclusion that the widespread idea in
verse study publications that all-Indo-European and even broader all-world versification had only one system of versification as its initial source is not necessarily correct.

3.1 Sumerian
All the Sumerian texts chosen for study have come to us in multiple copies. Line division is roughly identical in all the manuscripts (with minor and insignificant deviations). Some manuscripts differ from the rest by introducing additional lines and
fragments. For the analysis we have used composite texts compiled by considering all
the manuscripts of the texts studied. Analyses of the collected material show that
Sumerian verse is likely to be loosely organized syllabic poetry: syllabic regularity is
most consistently observed, and quantitative data show a single peak on lines containing from 8 to 11 syllables (77.1% of the lines)—precisely the lengths of lines that
will be the most commonly employed in verse of the modern era. Nonetheless, after
expanding the data to 1000 lines of verse and 1000 clauses of prose we will again test
the hypothesis on the larger dataset and employ statistical methods to check that syllabic regularity is the key characteristic. The most interesting result at this stage of
research is the discovery of assonance rhyme in Sumerian verse: lines are arranged
as long sequences of variable length, and in each sequence the vowels in the last syl lable of the line are identical. These data indirectly support the existing hypothesis of
word final stress in Sumerian (since these vowels appear in the final syllable of a line)
as well as the preferable reading in -e (when there is a choice between reading in -e
and reading in -i), since so far corresponding vowels enter rhythmic chains in -e, and
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not in -i. The data testifying to rhyme push the date when rhyme appeared in verse from
the Middle Ages to the verse of 23rd–22nd cc. B.C., i.e. nearly thirty centuries earlier.

3.2 Akkadian
Akkadian verse is known to be accentual, with the end of the line marked by a penultimate syllable consisting of two moras (clausula accadica). The most striking property of Akkadian verse is that, in contrast to Sumerian and Hittite, there are surviving
Akkadian texts that are not only divided into lines, but that also include additional
marking of the poetic line explicating its rhythmiсal structure. Thus, in some
manuscripts of the “Babylonian Theodicy” the line is divided into four parts, which
correspond to the four stresses in four-stress lines of accentual verse. This marking of
the text, virtually identical to that by specialists in verse study, was carried out by
native speakers of Akkadian (possibly by the author of the text himself) and is
extremely important for establishing the rules for marking stress in that language. It
can also provide invaluable comparative information about the verse in other languages from the same period and region—that is, about the world’s earliest verse systems that have been preserved to the present.
This explains the particular importance of Akkadian for the present study.
We calculated which words are stressed and which are not, dividing them into groups
in accordance with those parameters that are known to influence the presence or
absence of stress in well-studied present-day systems of versification. Thus we classified words by: 1) the length of each word (its number of syllables), and 2) the part of
speech. We present our data in absolute numbers so that one is not misled by huge
percentages in instances when there are just one or two occurrences.
We can observe from TAB. 1–6 that the number of syllables at which a word becomes
stressed, irrespective of the part of speech to which it belongs, is three syllables.
Almost 100% (99.995%) of trisyllabic words in Akkadian are stressed. The same can
be said about all longer words—containing 4, 5 or 6 syllables. Thus we need detailed
rules of stressing only for monosyllabic and disyllabic words (the same as in Russian,
for example).
Disyllabic words display a dichotomy known to us from many languages of modern
Europe: parts of speech with strong semantic meaning of their own (nouns, verbs,
adjectives, non-auxiliary verbs) are mainly stressed, while functional words (prepositions, conjunctions, particles) are unstressed. Here, though, an important peculiarity
of the Akkadian language should be mentioned immediately. Constructions for
expressing a genitival relationship—consisting of the governing noun (nomen regens)
and the governed noun (nomen rectum) directly juxtaposed to each other—may have
a single stress. The stress appears to fall on the second noun in the chain (nomen rectum),
whereas the first noun (nomen regens) usually undergoes reduction, losing its case
marker (for some preliminary observations concerning possible stress patterns of the
Akkadian genitive chain see von Soden 1995, § 38k where a provisional distinction
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Nouns
Adjectives
Adverbs (non-pronominal)
Verbs (non-auxiliary)
Pronouns
Pronominal adverbs
Conjunctions
Prepositions
Particles

Stressed
0
0

Unstressed
13
1

1
0

0
16

0
1
0

6
6
28

TAB. 1: Monosyllabic words.

Nouns
Adjectives
Adverbs (non-pronominal)
Verbs (non-auxiliary)
Pronouns
Pronominal adverbs
Conjunctions
Prepositions
Particles

Stressed
108
21
11
49
4
1
1
0
2

Unstressed
26
1
1
3
1
0
0
15
0

TAB. 2: Disyllabic words
Always stressed
Nouns
Adjectives
Adverbs (non-pronominal)
Verbs (non-auxiliary)
Pronouns
Pronominal adverbs
Conjunctions
Prepositions
Particles

Stressed
102
17
9
62
3

Unstressed
1
0
0
0
0

2

0

TAB. 3: Trisyllabic words
Always stressed
Nouns
Adjectives
Adverbs (non-pronominal)
Verbs (non-auxiliary)
Pronouns
Pronominal adverbs
Conjunctions
Prepositions
Particles

Stressed
11
3
0
26

TAB. 4: Tetrasyllabic words

Unstressed
0
0
0
1
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Always stressed
Nouns
Adjectives
Adverbs (non-pronominal)
Verbs (non-auxiliary)
Pronouns
Pronominal adverbs
Conjunctions
Prepositions
Particles

Stressed
2
0

Unstressed
0
0

2

0

TAB. 5: 5-syllable words
Always stressed
Nouns
Adjectives
Adverbs (non-pronominal)
Verbs (non-auxiliary)
Pronouns
Pronominal adverbs
Conjunctions
Prepositions
Particles

Stressed
0

Unstressed
0

2

0

TAB. 6: 6-syllable words.

between “Hauptton” and “Nebenton” is proposed). Thus genitive phrases consisting of
3 to 4 syllables are always treated as one stress unit in Theodicy. Cf., e.g., bēl pakki
(l. 5) “wise man” (lit. “master of counsel”), lumun libbi (l. 8) “sorrow” (lit. “evil of the
heart”). Almost all the unstressed nouns in the tables above are head nouns in genitive phrases. There is a condition, though, when both parts of a genitive phrase are
stressed: if the whole phrase reaches 5 or more syllables, its two members are usually
placed into separate sections on the tablet, which indicates that each of them has its
own stress. Cf. e.g., uruḫ dumqimma (l. 208) “the path of goodness”, kāriṣ ṭiṭṭašin
(l. 277) “the one who pinched off their clay”.
As for pronouns and pronominal adverbs, which in thoroughly studied languages of
modern Europe form the group of conditionally-stressed words that can be either
stressed or unstressed to help the line fit the rhythmical pattern of a poem, they are
too scarcely attested in Theodicy to make conclusions. This is largely due to the fact
that instead of personal and possessive pronouns Akkadian normally uses a set of
grammatical morphemes and pronominal suffixes.
Monosyllabic words are rare in Akkadian. In Theodicy they are almost always
unstressed, irrespective of the part of speech to which they belong. Monosyllabic
nouns are mainly represented by reduced head nouns in genitive phrases; monosyllabic pronouns consist of only one connective word ša, ‘which’.
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3.3 Hittite
Hittite verse is considerably more difficult to analyze than Sumerian and Akkadian
because the division into lines is not explicitly available in the preserved texts. Currently (starting from the classic paper of H. Güterbock of 1951) in Hittitology it is common
practice to divide the text into lines, based on the hypothetical suggestion that in
ancient verse line and clause were identical. This is the position of A. Kloekhorst,
C. Melchert and many others). Nonetheless, the data of M.G. Tarlinskaja, M.L. Gasparov,
and T.V. Skulacheva, as well as our own data on Akkadian verse suggest, that the line
need not be always identical to a clause.
Hittite presents a problem which is extremely interesting and fundamental for verse
study. The texts are not divided into lines, and supposedly not all texts written in
verse are explicitly marked as verse texts. So the study of Hittite raises two very basic
issues for verse study: 1) what is verse, do we know enough about it to distinguish it
from prose if we are not told which is which; and 2) what is a verse line - the main
unit of a verse text? Do we know enough about lines to recognize one when we are
not told in advance where its borders are? These questions are among the most
important in verse study, but normally we do not see the gaps in our knowledge,
because often the question is academic: we are dealing with material for which we
know whether it is verse and where the borders between lines are. Hittite tests our
actual knowledge of the matter—we really need to tell verse from prose and find borders between lines, while relying only on formal features. After trying many different
approaches, we have discerned two which seem to be useful. The first serviceable feature may be word order. As has been shown by A.V. Sideltsev (2002, 2017), Hittite
texts fall into 1) those explicitly marked SÍR (‘song’), 2) those, which are not specially
marked as songs but have more inversions than a prosaic text in a language with
strict word order, and 3) texts with almost no inversions. Since looser word order and
an increased number of inversions are often mentioned as features of verse in vari ous languages, and since texts with inversions comprise religious ritual texts, which
are very often verse in many languages it is reasonable to suggest that texts with
inversions as well as those marked “song” may be verse. Still we need to work out
more detailed and formal methods to differentiate verse from prose. Another serviceable feature turned out to be the marking of the end of a verse line. We chose for
analysis those tablets from Ullikummi where we had sequences of rather long clauses
of more or less even length and where it was most probable that these clauses could
actually be lines. It turned out that in this case plene spelling (marking either a long
vowel or a stressed one) occurred at the penultimate syllable of such lines/clauses
4 times more often than at the end of prosaic clauses taken for comparison. At this time
O.M. Anshakov is developing a program in order to find regularities in the distribution
of plene spelling throughout the text. So far this seems the most promising way of
dividing the text into lines. Some lines/clauses showed no syllabic regularities but
loose accentual tendencies to a 4–5 stressed line.
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Conclusion

The data obtained from the study of the three traditions sketched above suggest that
the most ancient verse texts of the world already contain different systems of versifi cation (both a syllabic system and an accentual one), and that a particular language’s
phonetic and grammatical characteristics determine the system of versification that it
selects. Thus Sumerian verse consists of a loosely organized syllabic verse while
Akkadian shows obvious accentual tendencies. Hittite also seems to have loosely
organized accentual verse and shows no signs of syllabic regularity.
None of the languages analyzed have exhibited any quantitative regularities, except
for the heavy penultimate syllable on a line in Akkadian and a long vowel (or a heavy
syllable) at the penultimate syllable in Hittite. No signs of an accentual system have
been found, - as is well known, the syllabic-accentual system is much more recent and
we can easily observe the process of its formation in medieval verse texts that have
been preserved.
Our analysis has shown that almost all meters have a marker of the end of a verse
line, which is quite logical for emerging verse systems: the marker forms the basis of
a verse line—the main unit of a verse text. In Sumerian we see end stress and corre spondence of vowels at the ends of lines, in Akkadian and Hittite—long vowels (or, in
Akkadian, “heavy” syllables, consisting of two moras, that is open syllables with a
long vowel or closed syllables) at the penultimate syllables of a line.
It is interesting that rhyme in verse, as our recent investigations have shown,
emerged much earlier than had been believed: not in the Middle Ages, but already in
Sumerian verse of the 23rd–22nd cc. B.C. It is assonance rhyme—with correspondence of vowels but not consonants in the rhyming elements. It is amusing that when
rhyme returns into verse in the Middle Ages it also starts to form, according to
M. L. Gasparov, with assonance rhyme.
It is important to mention that Sumerian verse shows the emergence of rhyme but
not stanzas—rhymes form long sequences of uneven length though not yet precise
schemes of alternation. Akkadian has no signs of rhyme; Hittite, taking into account
its smaller number of vowels which we can reliably differentiate and a rather limited
number of verb inflexions in a SOV language (where verbal inflexions occur at the
end of a line or clause) requires further study to decide if rhyme is really present.
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